
Conducting an Exterior Lighting Assessment: 
Grand County, Utah 

Lessons Learned 
Lighting assessments allow municipalities and other entities to establish a baseline for monitoring 
successful implementation of lighting regulations. They help officials understand how lighting 
improvements are working and how those improvements are impacting energy and cost savings. 
While there are many ways to audit lighting, Grand County's experience is instructive for communities 
and other entities interested in reducing light pollution. 

● Lighting assessments help community officials, administrators, and residents account for their 
lighting’s shielding, color temperatures, illuminance, and lamp types. Knowing these aspects of 
its lighting will help the community estimate its energy consumption for lighting and strategize 
methods for cutting back unnecessary costs for wasted light in the form of sky glow, glare, and 
lighting trespass. 

● A community needs to determine what its lighting goals are prior to carrying out a lighting 
inventory. Potential goals could be pedestrian safety at night, reducing impacts on plant and 
animal life, restoring  pristine night sky views, driver safety, and eliminating light trespass into 
neighbors’ windows. 

● Assessments of each fixture should be consistent from one fixture to the next so as to better 
understand impacts and potential improvements. 

● Partnerships with universities, local non-profits, or other organizations can help a community 
obtain the resources it needs to account for its lighting. 

Background Information 
As government and community development officials in Grand County, 
Utah were considering applying for International Dark Sky Community 
Designation through the International Dark-Sky Association (IDA), they 
determined a countywide assessment was needed to account for 
different publically-owned lighting fixtures. No such inventory had been 
carried out for Grand County and monetary resources were slim where 
the manpower required to account for the lighting was concerned. The 
community development director, Zacharia Levine, reached out to the 
City & Metropolitan Planning department at the University of Utah to 
gauge whether any students would be interested in pursuing the project 
as part of their coursework. Two students, in cooperation with the 
University’s recently-formed Consortium for Dark Sky Studies, agreed to 
the task and contact was made with Bryan Boulanger, a leading 
exterior lighting researcher at Ohio Northern University, through contacts at Arches National Park. 

 



The Lighting Assessment 
Boulanger had previously developed a lighting assessment protocol for Yellowstone National Park 
and agreed to assist the students in adapting it to meet Grand County’s needs. The protocol would 
require the students to locate and visit each exterior lighting fixture belonging to the county to take 
daytime and nighttime measurements related to the following criteria: 
 

● Fixture height 
● Fixture purpose (entrance, roadway, sign, parking lot, etc.) 
● Fixture type (Lamp post, recessed can, bollard, barn, flood, wall pack, wall sconce, etc.) 
● Fixture power source (utility, solar) 
● Adaptive controls (motion sensors, switch, photocell, timer, etc.) 
● Lamp type (LED, metal halide, high pressure sodium, compact fluorescent, etc.) 
● Fixture shielding (full, partial, unshielded) 
● Correlated color temperature 
● Illuminance (lumens) 
● Footcandles 

 
Using ESRI’s mobile collector app, the students were able to geolocate each county-owned fixture 
with measurements and daytime and nighttime photographs. Geolocating the fixtures allowed for 
quick reference on a visual map while also facilitating the analytical process of evaluating the data 
gathered. 
 
The inventory took four weeks to complete and provided officials with data regarding each of the 
county’s exterior lighting fixtures. Analysis of the data also allowed for an estimation of energy use 
and costs to keep the fixtures on at night and allowed the students to provide officials with cost 
estimates for retrofitting their lighting to meet IDA guidelines. 
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